
EngraveLab BOSS Edition II SELECT has all the features of the CUSTOM Prime Package, and adds two elite 
features: True-Shape Nesting and a Parts Generator to maximize the potential of your BOSS Laser engraving 

system.  Thus, utilizing the best of the Defaults and Preset settings, it will heighten all your Production goals and 
Project planning.  Please call today for a free Interactive Demo or download the 15 day free Trial version.  Once 
you see it run, there will be no doubt to what these tools will bring to your shop.

· EngraveLab BOSS Edition II SELECT: The SELECT Package holds all the features of the core Custom BOSS 
Edition II Package plus commanding the powerful features of ‘True-Shape Nesting’ and ‘Parts Generator’ to the core of 
your production arsenal.

· True-Shape Nesting’s Ease of Use: The True-Shape Nesting command bar is quick to learn and has the 
versatility of using both Grouped and Ungroup objects arranged into an area of a sheet of material like Puzzle pieces.

· True-Shape Nesting’s Materials Saving: When aligning individual pieces of 100 objects that use a full 24x36 
inch sheet; once nested now they take up half that sheet. You have saved 50% on material costs for that one job. 
Calculated over time and the SELECT Package pays for itself in less than a week.

· True-Shape Nesting Lowers Production Times: If you can transverse half the distance of a sheet to complete 
the assigned job at hand, then your production times will be shortened by an average of 25%, thus saving time and 
money.

· True-Shape Nesting Into Uneven Pieces: Utilizing a piece scrap material left over from a previous job that has 
uneven edges on it, you can Nest into it, aligning the nested layout to the uneven edges.  This is free material already 
factored into another job’s cost, upping your profit margin in leaps and bounds.

· True-Shape Nesting Pattern Making: You can use the randomness of the Nesting process to create unique 
backgrounds and shapes to spice up your jobs.

· Parts Generator: The Parts Generator can create industrial parts like Hinges and Flanges with speed and  
precision for assembly parts generation and more.

· Parts Generator Library: Once you have processed a part through the Parts Generator to your specifications, 
you can save it into to a library to be recalled anytime you need it. 

· Parts Generator Shape Maker: You use this Generator to create Shapes and Borders to create a range of jobs 
and tasks, it is not just for Industrial use.

· Parts Generator Array Function: The Parts Generator will create an array of parts within the page area you 
have given it to work with, thus leading to higher production outputs.

· Timely Support: We support you from Regional to National – Phone Support and PC-2-PC instruction. 
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